Dear Students/Parents/Guardians,
As you may already know we will begin remote learning as of today, Monday,
March30, 2020. Below you will find the 8th Grade Math expectations. Please read
through them carefully. By following them you will ensure the best learning
opportunity with the least amount of confusion.
Your math class support materials will now all be on Google Classroom.

Class code for ALL Math 8ACC periods is: xqpgqrk

Since you have used it in your other classes you know more about it than I do.
Any advice that you can give that may improve class instruction is welcome.
An example of a typical lesson many contain any/all of the following:
➢ There may be a brief introduction of the lesson with the suggested flow.
Read through the instructions carefully.
➢ KEY of any PREP TASK that was assigned previously
➢ BLANK NOTES
➢ A VIDEO may accompany the NOTES if there are sample problems
➢ KEY of any NOTES problems
➢ BLANK of any PRACTICE problems
➢ A VIDEO may accompany the PRACTICE
➢ KEY of any PRACTICE problems
➢ BLANK of any PREP TASK
The daily expectation is as follows:
1) *Prior days PREP TASK, if there is one, will be checked to the KEY
2) NOTES will be read/reviewed and any problems completed
3) PRACTICE BLANK will be attempted with or without using VIDEO support
(This may be done by printing the blank doc or on loose-leaf)
4) PRACTICE KEY will be used to check your work
5) PREP TASK will be completed
(This may be done by printing the blank doc or on loose-leaf)
Contact your teacher via email with questions or concerns.
❖ To start off I will not be posting any specific hours in which I will reply to
parent/student emails. Let’s try to be flexible until we all get used to this
new method of learning. I will do my best to reply to emails as soon as
possible.
❖ At some point in time I may set hours in which I will be available to give
instant feedback by remaining online and close to my computer.

These are definitely unique and challenging times for everyone. It is
vital for us to stay connected and be there to support each other.
Together we will get through this. I wish you and your family the best.
Stay safe and stay healthy.

